HOMOSEXUAL
SPY
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LOUIS TROY

The true Life story that has been suppressed since October 1963, when
25 brief manuscripts announcing the sale of "Homosexual Spy" were offered to
both American and foreign publications, "mysteriously" disappeared in the U. S.
mails.
Here revealed are the warnings that this "stranger than fiction" young man

sought to disclose to the American President and public in October, 1963.
Now, for the first time--"HOMOSEXUAL SPY" is available to publishers
here and abroad.

The President Louis Troy sought to warn about the internal security laxity
and dangers to this nation, was assassinated three weeks after the author mailed
25 manuscripts to both American and foreign publishers. Now that the assassination of President Kennedy has already been carried out, time has changed conditions and removed persons from danger by revealing these shocking facts to the
public, in "Homosexual Spy."
Here, revealed for the first time outside of Government Security files are
the incredible stories of the "Anti-Communits espionage" acts which he carried
out in the Carribean area against Castro's Cuba from 1959 to 1963. For the
Late Dominican dictator, Generalissimo Rafael Trujillo Molina, he "blue printed"
plans for an "assassination team) to destroy Fidel Castro and his top officers
at the Havana Hilton in 1959. Later in 1961 he revealed for the first time
the exact location of Cuba's missile bases under construction.
Here, revealed for the first time, Louis Tray discloses his attack plan
"Fire-Ball" which was carried out in Algeria against the French colonist. As
a member of the FLN'S Overseas Intelligence, the death sentence was carried
out in "absentia" against him following his attack plan "fire-ball) which
brought about the death of 27 French soldiers and two officers in Algeria.
The incredible intrigues while serving Clandestine intelligence agencies in
the Arab World, were festering sores to this young man who lost nearly a dozen
intimate friends to various Arab assassination teams.
Here is the life story of one of the 20th Century's most paradoxial,
mysterious, and controversial young men. So incredible were some of the
clandestine intelligence adventures of this young man, that today nearly two
dozen nations of the world maintain "up-to-date" dossiers and active files on
this man and his "pigeon-drops" of intelligence activity.
This is the story that will shock a nation, it's leaders and it's various
Intelligence agencies here and abroad.
"IT IS ALL SO STRANGE THAT "HOMOSEXUAL SPY" SHOULD HAVE BEEN DENIED
PUBLISHERS IN OCTOBER 1963--EVEN MORE STRANGE THAT THE PRESIDENT THIS YOUNG
MAN SOUGHT TO WARN WAS ASSASSINTAED THREE WEEKS LATER. IT IS EVEN A PUZZLE
THAT THE AUTHOR SURVIVED TO GET A SECOND CHANCE AT THESE DISCLOSURES."
Malcom Elliot.
"I KNOW OF NO MAN ALIVE TODAY WHOSE "LUST FOR LIFE" AND ADVENTURE EQUALS
THE INCREDIBLE AND FANTASTIC HAPPENINGS AND ESCAPADES OF LOUIS TROY."
Ester Eastman, N. Y.
Publishers and Publishing Houses may contact Louis Tray at
210 Post Street, Suite 915
San Francisco, Calif., U,S.A.
Cinema-TV Agents & Producers communicate by cable or wire: Phone 392-4933
(Homosexual Spy" was forwarded to the following outlets in October 1963:
Life Magazine, Look Magazine, Oggi, Readers Digest, Saturday Evening Post,
M.G.M. Scenario Department, Harpers & Brothers, Grove Press, Esquire Magazine,
Prentis Hall, Double Day & Co., France-Press, London Daily News, London
Observer, etc. All 25 brief-manuscripts mysteriously disappeared from the
U. S. mails.)
Private Interviews and viewing of material relating to this story may be
examined upon written request to the author. Portions of these materials on
foreign intelligence activity may be viewed by journalists and members of the
press medias.
Lectures to College & Universities - $50 per appearance Phone 392-4933
Local TV-Radio appearances - $350
Louis Troy - 210 Post
Nation-wide TV-Radio appearances - $1,500
Street, Suite 915
Private Clubs - $50 per 100 person audience
San Francisco,Cal.USA
(Absolutely no reproductions of this material without the consent of the author)
Lecture series I - "Egg-heads, Intellectuals & Academic Espionage Dupes."
2. Our 2 billion dollar spy system
3. Our neutral diplomats - espionage shadows for sale!
4. "Analysis & Technology" - The brain masters of the spy world.
5. The twilight zone of betrayal, deception, seduction, fear, money and power.
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HOMOSEXUAL SFY...Publications of the most timely and searching years
of ESPIONAGE...COUNTER FtEVOLUXIONARY Aar' VIII-AND
CLANDESellgE INTELLIGEBOE escapades ever perpetrated
by an amazing and paradoxical Greek-American
MALE HOMOSEXUAL.

HOMOSEXUAL 3171,although only a year removed from active partioipation,yet with
serious over-tones eminating from Western Nations Security
involvements,here, never before revealed, are disclosures of
American and Western Ally's Security Laxity as obtained and
recorded by an American Homosexual Spy whose sourjornes into
26 Foreign Nations le shockingly unveiled for the first time,
This is NOT SENSAMONALISIM,but the shocking truthJThis is
information collected from a man who started. his career at the
age oft 14 in San Francisco while working as a Flower Delievery
boy for a homosexual Uncle,whose shop beside the Military
Presidio brought him into intimate contact with Officers and
Enlisted men who found the attractive boy a 'discreet love childi
Intimate affairs in apartments of various officers and soldiers .
who talked freely,he'd compile long records on Military Placements,
Arsenals, and information ha heard di amassed as "Highly Olassified;
A childhood whim was herewith startadiplater to be filled with
years of incredible daring,
During the War years of World War II and the Korean War,this
strange young man moved from hotel to hotel on the West Coast,
where near military bases,he'd gather information on Military
Moves or tid-bite of information on Naval ambarcations.During
this time he'd often seek out War C.orrespondents,Overseas
Military Photographers,and strategic personnel recently returned
from distant military post,wherby with several young women
friends they'd entertain extravagantly in search of information.
Most of this informatien,rather than being forwarded onto
outside interests,was forwarded onto Security Agency's of the
U.S.Government,with warnings of °how military leaks' should be
corrected,
During the late 1940's,while living in Hollywood4 this 'strange
young marillived with Communist Organizers and sympathizers,
wherby he later turned over his accumulated information to
Federal Agents. The turning point of his life was at the Founding
of the United Nations Charter in San Francisco,where he met
many foreign Diplomats,a number of whom he arranged various
sooial affair. and some ° joie de vivre* for them.He found the
Diplomatic Circles the most fascinating,and from that time on
followed a fantastic pursuit which later lead him into nearly
26 different nations, collecting and forwarding information to
various Western Ally's Foreign Offices,

HOMOSEXUAL SPY,is the aotual accounting of the LIFE O1' LOUIS TROY•
former Founder of TROY-WORLD-OOMMUNICATIONS,INTERNATIONAL CAMPAIGN3,& PRESS
ATTACHE SERVICE,which for 8 years was located in office in San Francisco,
New York, sad Rio,where it's sari sus CONTACTS and INFORMERS acctwu.lated
information from nearly 26 Nations.
Personal Confidante of 2 DI CTA1`OItS,l PRE4i1 DENT of a Latin Nation, 5 PRIME
KINISTERSt and numerous Intelligence outlete in nearly a dosen nations,these
are the undisclosed facts and happenings of a Pro-Western Spy,whoae Homosexual
background has furnished ANTI-COMMUNISTIC directives from dozens of nations in
the past 10 years.

Were Mr.Troy,revesls the "ARCHILLE3 HEEL" of American So Western Security Branuh'
and troubles,ae compared to the Communist Intelligence aparatue "ditch he greatly
respeots.From Mosoow to Washington's Foreign Offices,theee implications and truth.
will reveal the urn-disclosed secrets of the operativees and how they obtain
"sitting ducks" for BLACLMAIL and INTELLIGENCE SETRAYALJ
Declared a "SECURITY RISK" at an early age,Mr.Troy,although never paid or enlisted
by Amerioan.Intelligenoe Agency' a, reveal a his first meetings with American and
Foreign Agents from San Francisco to Filo, Athens to Rome and nasablanca.His
Intelligence & Espionage °BLUE PRINTS" given in person to the Dominican Dictator,
whom he found a strong friend and worked to bring down the Castro Government an
far back as Spring 1959.His "SECRET MISSIONS" in the Caribbean against Castro
gathering data on the "Communist Take-over' early 1959 were forwarded to American
Security & Latin Governments to no avail.
HOMOSEXUAL SPY, di eclossod Mr. Troy '6 years in New York City where he arranged sex
orgy' ■ on Sunday afternoon for Latin Diplomato,and Evening Harem party's for
Middle-Eastern Officials end Arabian Royalty,Here revealed are records and data
of Mr.Troy's visits in securing information while on visits to North Africa,
Spain,South Americe.,the Caribbean, and E.rope,where he was often challenged by
both American and Communist Agents seeking information.The near murder of Mr.Troy
by Algerian Agents in 1960 in France,who mistook him for a French Agent,all the
while he had been supplying the FLN for 5 years with Intelligence Roports,was
another turning point in the life of the fantastic man of effeminate ways.
Mr.Troy,while in the friendship of many mall known Foreign Officials,Socially
elite, and culturally recognized personaniti ea, present a a background look into
many social escapades or erratic sexual excessive,: and involvements of his
American-British-and Western Diplomats. The almost unbelievable naivety of
American-kiritish Diplomats wives and there aecessive social conversations
which often lead to gems of governmental information and disoussionso dangerous
"brain'-picking" tid-bits more dangerous than standard government I seourity risks'
holding down desk jobs. From South American's teaming populace being swayed by .
Cesszunist Intrigues and Countar-Revolutions, to the Caribkoeans Intelligence
activity stealing from Pro-Woatern Camps,Mr. Troy reveals the danger spots
heavily leased by Intelligent Agents. United Nations Compound,Miami,Virgin
I al ands, Bahamas, Puerto Rioo,Caracas, Reel fo, U ruguay, Lonulon, Berns, 41 sixth ington,New York,
norlin,Genesnmajor city's infested with around the clook Intelligence activity.
HOMOSEXUAL

to PUBLICATION outside the United States only.
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Ciudad Trujillo, D. N.
January 15, 1960

Mr. Louis Troy,
Press Attache Service.
520 Fifth Avenue,
New York 16, N. Y.
Dear Mr. Troy:
Thank you very much for the several letters, the
information contained therein, and the engaging photo
of you dancing with a boy and a stuffed lizard. As you say,
no one would suspect you of counter-revolutionary designs.
I appreciate your interesting reports and can only
agree that the Caribbean is due for troubled days. I
suspect, however, that most of this trouble will be in such
places as Cuba and Venezuela. Our country is tranquil
and will remain so.

Any additional letters you might care to send during
your tour will be read with interest here. I wish you a
pleasant trip.
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Ciudad Trujillo, D. N.
April 21, 1960

Mr. Louis Troy,
Press Attache Service.
520 Fifth Avenue.
New York 16, N. Y.
Dear rMr. Troy:
Thank you for your letter from Barcelona.
You certainly get around. Pll be interested in reading
an account of your adventures.
We are not unfamiliar with Ernesto Guevara,
better known in this area as "Che" Guevara. Thank you,
however, for your warning.
I am glad you enjoy the Carib reports. They
are prepared by a group of private citizens who, like
you, are interested in consolidating public opinion
against people like Che and assorted other international
thugs.
Sincerely,
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INTELLIGENCE tete-a-tetes
by LOUIS TROY
Author of "Homosexual Spy"
ESPIONAGE, the fourth arm of the "Armed FIrces," Army-Navy, Air Force- &
espionage, is the most fascinating arm of the body to protect the nation.
It is entrusted to the greatest brains in the world.
The Egyptians called it over 5,000 years ago, "the greatest secret science,"
while Crassus, who defeated Spartacus, was a freebooter who gathered secret
intelligence amongst the Grecian military command. King Louis XV's most
famous emissary and spy was Chevalier d'Eon, the greatest female impersonator
that ever lived.
"Battle of the Conjurors" as Churchill called the "Spy-boys," and "Spy game"
is the second oldest profession in the world. Prostitution is the first:
The "Clock & Dagger men" in the espionage business must be masters of craftiness, deception, intuition, dedication, and if need be, ruthlessness...
The Americans for a most part regard espionage with disdain and indifference, while the Russians since the time of the Czars value and consider
their agents as real hero's. They are the aristocrats and are honored.
Espionage is part of their political philosphy, while Americans are ashamed
of this profession. Americans, and their spies are too inept, naive, over
gregarious and typical "back slapping Joe's' who are easily recognizable.
Americans make very poor spies as they are too "puritanical" and "normal"
in retrospect to other nation's spies.
Sommerset Maugham said while working in Switzerland and Russia for the
British Intelligence that "Espionage is not a job for men who are squeamish
or overly endowed with scrupples."
In the battle of espionage, no American has ever been able to blackmail a
Russian agent, while the Russians manage continuously to force Westerners
to work and spy for them. 98% of the American traitors caught are heterosexual, while 2% homosexual. The majority of American traitors are in
military service, Civil Service, or "classified employment."

"Security Risks" . . . . While Washington agencies would like the public to
believe that "homosexuals" are "Security Risks", the actual convictions of
American traitors, deserters, spies, and "counter-espionage" betrayers
have been married men and women in our military and government. The
majority of American traitors have been systematically "blackmailed"
by foreign agents for reasons of "money", illicit sexual entrapments,
and excessiveness as alcoholics and debts. Americans and British have
betrayed their nations for love, but never has a Russian agent betrayed
his nation for cupid.
No nation in the world reveals
"AMERICANS GIVE-AWAY INTELLIGENCE" . . .
so much intelligence as the United States by its military and civilian
. The
periodicals, news medias, government printing offices, etc. ,
latest Aviation Weekly magazine discloses information on the Laser Beam
which should have remained "classified information." 40% of the material
on our scientific, military achievements and successes are obtained by
foreign agents through our excessive disclosures.
Statistics on the Spy Business: America has the largest number of electronic
brains in the spy business. The C.I.A. has over 30,000 agents, and America
supports over 25 various Intelligence Organs. The U. S. has over 25,000
professional investigators, not including counter-intelligence or espionage.
The National Security Agency, (NSA)America's second Counter-espionage
Service, employes 40,000 persons, with 10,000 people spread over more
than 2,000 listening posts around the world.
Soviet-American Spy Ships & Satellites: This author is the only known American
to ever visit a Soviet "Spy" ship trawler in 1960 in Naples Harbor, Italy,
from which "he played" with both Soviet men and women on two periodic visits
as an effeminate acting dancer-hairdresser. These mobile listening centers
are spread across the seas of the world by the Soviets, British, American,
French, Red China, etc.
Electronic brains maintained in the major nations of the world digest tons of
material daily, from which select amounts of information is dissected and
utilized. Electronic espionage, while costly, is the fastest and most
efficient espionage science today. Today a few nations are transmitting
information via infrared rays which transforms a voice into light by changing
sound waves into electric waves into light waves, while at the "hush-hush
top secret labs beneath Stanford University, white garbed scientists are
perfecting "light waves" and "micro sound waves" that are more destructive
than any weapon in use today. We are now using a Laser Light of 3,000 watts,
from which one nation is working on a billion watt Laser Beam which can
vaporize any material or object on the earth,
Israel-Super Spy School: Israel, that tiny nation in the boiling Middle East
has the finest "School for Spies." Ihe*Israeli Spy system extends into
most of the Communist and Western nations of the world, and its agent are
amongst the most skilled.
The Soviets have the largest number of paid agents and volunteer agents in
the world, while England has the most daring and most casualties. France
has the most unscrupulous.
The American Intelligence in South East Asia are the most duped, and the
American Intelligence Officers and Command in Vietnam are altogether too
naive and sympathetic. The Oriental mind having mastered centuries of
Oriental and foreign oppression and domination, respects power, cunning,
deciet, and "bankshi." The Oriental "plays all sides against each other"
and where the American Puritianical (Protestant) sense of morality prevents
itself from "fighting fire with fire" in the Orient, the Oriental utilizes
sex, perversion, corruption, cunning, betrayal, non-loyalty, diabolical
cruelty, and unemotional killing to serve its purpose.
In the Nazi files of the Wehrmacht Journal in Berlin in 1945 a document read,
"British espionage is our most dangerous enemy. It has a tradition of
three centuries behind it and has been a major contribution in the formation of its empire."
Author: If the American Intelligence is to succeed in Vietnam, or Asia,
or in other parts of the world it must change its ways. It must become
more scrupulous in its choice of methods. It must Sovietize its methods
in relation to the non-Asian areas of the world. In Asia, to succeed, it
must change its political philosophy and actions to that of the Asian
seduction and unscrupulous mode of espionage and force.
LOUIS TROY - February, 1968. This material may not be reprinted without
the permission of the writer.

LOUIS TROY
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International Campaigns, 210 Post St., Suite 915
Phone - 392-4933
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SAN FRANCISCANS-CALIFORNIANS - Hal MUCH MORE ARE WE GOING TO TAKE?
RIOTS--DEMONSTRATIONS--COMMUNIST CONTROLLED CAMPUS MOBS-BLACKMAILING--CIVIL RIGHTS THREATS
WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT IT?
IS APATHY YOUR ROLE IN AMERICAN LIFE?
"INTERNATIONAL CAMPAIGNS" - CALIFORNIA CITIZENS AND
STUDENTS ANTI-COMMUNIST CAMPAIGNS ARE BEING
ORGANIZED TO COUNTERACT THE PROPAGANDA AND
DEMONSTRATIONS OF THE ACTIVISTS OF THE
"NEW LEFT"-PRO-COMMUNIST-MARXIST-DU BOISBLACK POWER-ANTI-VIETNAM ACTION GROUPS.
WE BELIEVE DISSENT IS HEALTHY, BUT WE DEPLORE ACTIONS SUBVERSIVE TO THE WELFARE OF OUR COMMUNITY AND NATION.

INTERNATIONAL CAMPAIGNS
219 POST STREET . SUITE 931
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94101 - U.S.A.
PHONE 2924937,

WE NEED YOUR SUPPORT! . . . JOIN US IN PERSON OR JOIN US BY
YOUR DONATION.
YOU CAN PUT YOUR VOICE TO WORK BY SUPPORTING OUR CAMPAIGNS TO
OPPOSE THE ACTIONS OF THE HEAVILY FINANCED COMMUNIST ACTION
GROUPS FROM NEW YORK TO CALIFORNIA.
THE TREMENDOUS GROWTH AND SPREAD OF THE COMMUNIST PROPAGANDISTS AND ACTION GROUPS IN OUR AMERICAN LIFE MUST BE
CURTAILED NOW'''''

IF YOU CARE NOW - "COUNTERACT" NOW

OUR PUBLIC OFFICIALS, MILITARY, LAW ENFORCEMENT
OFFICERS AND PUBLIC SERVANTS NEED TO KNOW WE'RE
BACKING THEM AS MUCH AS THEY SHOULD KNOW THOSE
GROUPS ARE ATTACKING THEM,

LET "INTERNATIONAL CAMPAIGNS" - CALIFORNIA CITIZENS - STUDENTS
ANTI-COMMUNIST CAMPAIGNS - BE YOUR VOICE TO BE HEARD AGAINST
THE VOICE OF THE DEMONSTRATORS.
SEND YOUR SUPPORT NOW - YOUR DOLLAR OR DOLLARS WILL REPRESENT
YOUR VOICE TO BE HEARD AGAINST THOSE WHO CLAMOR TO DESTROY
ALL WE HOLD DEAR AND SEEK TO PROTECT.
MAKE YOURSELF HEARD NOW: . . . "INTERNATIONAL CAMPAIGNS,"
CALIFORNIA CITIZENS STUDENTS ANTI-COMMUNIST
CAMPAIGNS.
210 POST STREET, SUITE 915.
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA, U.S.A.
PHONE: 392-4933.

